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Startup Leadership is a gender sensitive network and has a 
dedicated team, centrally, that works speci�cally towards 
increasing the representation of women entrepreneurs within the 
network while also addressing issues of importance to women 
entrepreneurs. SLP is working slowly, but surely, to engage with 
these issues. SLP works hard to ensure that our classrooms are a 
safe space for entrepreneurs to share and engage without gender 
being of any relevance.

Today, we are 700 women strong – that is 700 dynamic women 
from various backgrounds, cultures and geography, now a part of 

the SLP family. We want to be able to empower and enable and aim to create a strong community of women 
entrepreneurs who will play catalysts in bridging the gap and towards a more inclusive world. As you will see in 
this brochure, SLP is associated with some outstanding women who are breaking glass ceilings, growing and 
achieving, every day. This brochure highlights a few of our fabulous CEOs.
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INTRODUCTION TO

WOMEN'S
INITIATIVES

Startup Leadership (SLP) is an 80 hour, highly selective, global, 
world-class training program and lifelong global network for 
outstanding founders, leaders, and innovators who want to 
become startup CEOs. We take no equity.
 
The program began in Boston in 2006 with seven Fellows 
(participants). Today, it has grown to 18 cities in 9 countries. Every 
year 15-30 Fellows join the program in every city. This year 500 
Fellows will go through the program as a single class. Our program 
is truly global - you can start in one city, but attend any class in any 
city, worldwide. During the program, and for life, you can apply to 
pitch at investor Demo Days on three continents, and build 
relationships with growing numbers of entrepreneurs in your sector.
 
SLP Fellows (participants) have founded more than 1,000 successful startups including ixigo, Grabhouse, Gray 
Orange Robotics, Mindtickle, Runkeeper, SideTour, Shareaholic, Ubersense, Savored, CouponDunia, and 
many others. SLP startups have collectively raised over $650M in funding. Over 60 SLP startups have also been 
acquired. It is a measure of the caliber of the people in the program.
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